These authors supervised this work equally. Linguistic and genetic data have been widely compared, but the histories underlying these descriptions are rarely jointly inferred. We developed a unique methodological framework for analysing jointly language diversity and genetic polymorphism data, to infer the past history of separation, exchange and admixture events among human populations. This method relies on approximate Bayesian computations that enable the identification of the most probable historical scenario underlying each type of data, and to infer the parameters of these scenarios. For this purpose, we developed a new computer program PopLingSim that simulates the evolution of linguistic diversity, which we coupled with an existing coalescent-based genetic simulation program, to simulate both linguistic and genetic data within a set of populations. Applying this new program to a wide linguistic and genetic dataset of Central Asia, we found several differences between linguistic and genetic histories. In particular, we showed how genetic and linguistic exchanges differed in the past in this area: some cultural exchanges were maintained without genetic exchanges. The methodological framework and the linguistic simulation tool developed here can be used in future work for disentangling complex linguistic and genetic evolutions underlying human biological and cultural histories.
Introduction
Human demographic history encompasses complex events such as migrations, population size changes and admixture events [1] [2] [3] [4] . These demographic events, which impact within-and among-population genetic diversities, are coupled with gradual cultural changes or bursts of innovation, and borrowings [5] [6] [7] .
Since Darwin [8] , numerous authors have investigated genetic and linguistic evolutionary processes. They found parallelisms between linguistic and genetic trees [9] , identified homologous linguistic traits with a possible common origin similar to homologous genetic markers [10] and proposed that genes and languages are both composed of discrete heritable replicators which may evolve in parallel [11] . There are numerous studies comparing linguistic and genetic diversities, which investigate also how they may match at different geographical scales. For instance, a strong link was found between genetic barriers and linguistic boundaries in Europe, language differences probably playing a major role in shaping the distribution of genetic diversity [12] ; genes from North Island Melanesian populations appeared to diffuse more than linguistic features: linguistic variations seemed more constrained by ancient demographic events than the current genetic variations [13] ; African genetic diversity was more structured geographically than linguistically [14] ; at the worldwide scale, the processes of Out-of-Africa colonization and geographical isolation led to a loss of genetic diversity, but not necessarily to a loss of phonemic diversity, even if geography shaped phoneme evolution at the regional scale [15] .
While complex mechanisms are often considered in demographic inferences based on genetic data, the known complexity of mechanisms underlying linguistic evolution has rarely been accounted for. Indeed, genes and languages & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
differ by the very nature of their transmission processes [16] . Genes are transmitted vertically among individuals and gene flow only occurs through sexual reproduction and/or individual migrations. On the other hand, languages can be transmitted vertically, horizontally and obliquely [17] . This transmission among generations may occur in parallel with genetic transmission, in particular, within families. However, linguistic exchanges or borrowings among populations may also occur via cultural diffusion, without migration of individuals [18, 19] . Conversely, gene flow can occur without language borrowing when a migrating individual does not transmit his/her language to his/her progeny. Therefore, cultural and demographic changes are not necessarily correlated [20] , and genetic and linguistic data may reveal different aspects of human history. For instance, all Central African pygmy populations share a common ancestral population long diverged from the ancestral non-pygmy neighbouring population [21] . Nevertheless, they do not speak a common pygmy language, but now speak the languages of each one of their respective modern neighbours [22] .
Population genetics methods allow the inference of complex demographic histories from genetic polymorphism data, using elaborated statistical methods, such as Monte Carlo Markov chain or approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) [23, 24] based on the coalescent theory [25] . They have allowed the estimation of parameters of human demographic history at worldwide or regional scales [26] [27] [28] . Several models have been proposed for the transmission and evolution of specific linguistic features such as words [29] . Computational linguistic approaches have recently been applied to lexical datasets, allowing the inference of recent human language diffusions [30, 31] . These approaches do not encompass horizontal or oblique borrowing events, as these processes cannot be easily handled within a phylogenetic framework. However, neglecting borrowings is expected to significantly bias the estimation of parameters such as divergence dates [32] .
Likelihood-based approaches cannot handle large datasets under highly complex models [33] [34] [35] . However, complex models are essential to interrogate the multifaceted demographic and cultural histories. ABC methods provide an ideal framework to overcome these challenges [23, 24] , because they rely on explicit simulations, which allow researchers to consider altogether phenomena such as admixture, changes in effective population size and borrowings among numerous populations.
We developed here an ABC framework to study the links between genetic transmission (vertical with or without gene flow) and linguistic transmission (vertical and/or horizontal) under a large number of possible complex scenarios. This framework aims to choose among different historical scenarios and infer the best parameters for the chosen scenarios, using linguistic and genetic datasets. As ABC methods require extensive simulations, we developed a new efficient linguistic simulation program to simulate linguistic trees with possible borrowing and admixture events among linguistic varieties or populations, ultimately generating simulated cognate lists in each population. Cognates are homologous words with the same etymological origin and the same meaning. They are usually obtained by comparing word lists among populations or linguistic varieties, such as the 207-words list designed by Swadesh [36] . They have been previously used as cultural markers of evolution [30, 31] . In parallel to this novel 'language' simulator, we used FastSimCoal 2.5.1 [37] to simulate large genetic polymorphism datasets under complex demographic histories.
We specifically applied this novel inference framework to Central Asia, which represents an ideal setting for the investigation of gene-language coevolution. A complex history of settlements, migration waves and admixture events, expansions and secondary contacts have shaped the genetic and linguistic diversity of populations in this area [38] . CentralAsian populations belong to at least two linguistically and genetically contrasted groups: Turkic speaking and IndoIranian speaking populations [39] . Since they often live nearby, we expected gene flow and/or vocabulary exchanges between them [38, 39] .
We obtained linguistic and genetic data for 21 populations (11 Turkic speaking and 10 Indo-Iranian speaking). We focused, separately, on two specific populations: the Uzbek speaking population from the district of Soj-Mahalla in the city of Andizhan in the Fergana valley (abbreviated UZA), and the Yagnob speaking population from the Yagnob valley (abbreviated TJY). Linguistic replacement was hypothesized to explain the previously observed mismatch between linguistic and genetic clustering of the UZA population [39] . Alternatively, the TJY population is assumed to be linguistically and genetically isolated from the other Indo-Iranian speakers from this region due to its geographical isolation in valleys that are difficult to reach [40] . We chose to focus on these two particular cases previously investigated in the literature, these populations representing two separate relevant case studies to apply our new framework and contrast genetic and linguistic histories. We reconstructed these histories separately for each population, and compared the obtained inferences a posteriori. We focused on the chronology of genetic and linguistic splits, and on the respective levels of genetic and linguistic exchanges.
Material and methods
We studied the genetic and linguistic diversities of 21 CentralAsian localities, sampled in three countries (Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan): 11 Turkic speaking populations and 10 IndoIranian speaking populations (figure 1). The national ethics committees of each country of sampling and the French research ministry approved the study. All sampled individuals provided appropriate informed consent.
(a) Genetic data
We used previously published genetic data from these 21 populations [41] , for a total of 643 individuals (24-49 individuals per population; see the electronic supplementary material, table S1), genotyped for 26 autosomal microsatellite makers that showed no significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and extremely low pairwise linkage disequilibrium [39] . All sampled individuals included in our study were no closer than second-degree cousins [39] .
(b) Linguistic data
We obtained linguistic data from the same 21 populations, using phonetic transcriptions on a subset of the individuals also sampled for DNA. Between one and seven individuals participated to the linguistic questionnaires per population, amounting to 74 individuals in total (electronic supplementary material, [36] . For detailed linguistic data collection procedures, see [42] .
We considered as 'cognate' a group of words with the same etymological origin and the same meaning, such words being more likely to be related by a common ancestry [31] . For example, the words 'un' in French and 'uno' in Spanish belong to the same cognate: they have the same meaning, the number one, and the same origin from the Latin 'unus'. The words 'papillon' in French and 'multa' in Spanish do not belong to the same cognate: they have the same meaning, butterfly, but not the same etymological origin. The classification into cognates was performed by Philippe Mennecier following previous work [42] .
Owing to the low number of individuals sampled in each population, we did not take into account the inter-individual cognates variability within each population. Instead, we considered, for each word, only the most frequent cognate for each population, reducing our linguistic dataset to a single cognate list per population, namely a 'linguistic variety'.
Methods (a) Genetic and linguistic dissimilarities among populations
Using the 26 microsatellites, we computed pairwise F ST values [43] among the 21 populations using the Geneland R package [44] . We tested their significance using 1000 permutations of individuals between populations [45] , with a significance level a ¼ 2.3 Â 10 24 after Bonferroni's correction for multiple testing. We set non-significant F ST values to zero. For the linguistic data, we computed the pairwise Manhattan distances (R script in Repository) among the 21 populations, assuming, for each meaning separately, a distance equal to 0 for the same cognate and 1 for different cognates. Then, we constructed two weighted consensus trees, from the genetic and linguistic dissimilarity matrices, respectively, using the neighbour-joining algorithm BioNJ [46] implemented in the R package ape [47] , performing 1000 bootstraps of populations for each tree. We set negative branch lengths to zero. We performed partial Mantel tests [48] between genetic distances and linguistic distances using the R package vegan, testing their significance with 10 000 permutations of both genetic and linguistic distances. This was done on all pairs of populations, then on all pairs of Turkic speaking populations (with or without the UZA population), and on all pairs of Indo-Iranian speaking populations (with or without the TJY population).
(b) Approximate Bayesian computation
Using the genetic and linguistic data, we investigated separately the genetic and linguistic histories of Central Asia using an ABC framework [23, 24] . In short, we generated a large number of simulated datasets under several competing scenarios, the parameters of each scenario being drawn randomly in a priori distributions. We then computed summary statistics for each simulated dataset. We evaluated the proximity between the observed and the simulated summary statistics to select the most likely scenario. We then inferred the a posteriori distribution of each parameter for the most likely scenario. Since we did not assume a priori that the genetic and linguistic histories were linked, we performed the simulations and the ABC procedures separately for each type of data. Genetic data were simulated using FastSimCoal 2.5.1. For details about the priors of the parameters, and the summary statistics used for either the genetic or the linguistic analyses, see the electronic supplementary material.
(i) Linguistic model
We extended Gray & Atkinson [49] model, with substantial modifications (electronic supplementary material, figure S2), assuming that:
(1) cognate evolution was tree-like, with possibilities of borrowing or admixture between branches; (2) each cognate corresponded to exactly one word, to be consistent with the format of our dataset; (3) there was an infinite number of possible cognates, and a cognate may appear only once.
We developed the Cþþ program PopLingSim (script in Repository; see the electronic supplementary material) using the CodeBlocks software to simulate cognate variation data. Each linguistic variety carries a set of cognates. At each linguistic generation time, each cognate i of each variety may change for a new cognate (it adopts a completely new identifier) with probability m L . The linguistic generation time is not necessarily on the same absolute timescale as the genetic generation time.
(
ii) Triplets of populations
We defined a triplet of populations (resp. linguistic varieties) as a combination of (i) the UZA or the TJY population (resp. linguistic variety), (ii) one of the nine Indo-Iranian speaking populations (resp. linguistic varieties), excluding TJY, and (iii) one of the eight Turkic speaking populations (resp. linguistic varieties), excluding the three Uzbek speaking populations (resp. linguistic varieties): UZA, UZB and UZT. This led to 72 possible triplets. Potentially numerous linguistic and genetic scenarios describe the origin of the UZA population relative to the other CentralAsian populations. We aimed to evaluate (i) the linguistic and genetic origins of the studied populations and (ii) the linguistic and genetic exchanges between the UZA population and the other Central-Asian populations. We chose to consider a set of scenarios, addressing these questions specifically. For the genetic case and the linguistic case separately, we performed separate analyses for each of the 72 triplets, in which we tested five possible scenarios, respectively (figure 2). In scenarios A and B, the ancestral Indo-Iranian and Turkic speaking populations (resp. varieties) split at time t 0 . At time t 1 , the ancestral UZA population (resp. variety) diverged from the Turkic lineage. Subsequent migration (resp. borrowing) events between the Indo-Iranian speaking populations (resp. varieties) and the UZA population (resp. variety) occurred in scenario B. In scenarios C and D, the ancestral Indo-Iranian and Turkic speaking populations (resp. varieties) split at time t 0 . At time t 1 , the ancestral UZA population (resp. variety) diverged from the Indo-Iranian lineage. Subsequent migration (resp. borrowing) events between the Turkic speaking populations (resp. varieties) and the UZA population (resp. variety) occurred in scenario D. In scenario E, the ancestral Indo-Iranian and Turkic speaking populations (resp. varieties) split at time t 0 . At time t 1 , the ancestral UZA population (resp. variety) resulted from an admixture event between these two lineages.
(iv) Scenarios of linguistic and genetic isolation of the Yagnob speaking populations
In this case, we aimed (i) to evaluate whether the TJY population is genetically and/or linguistically isolated, and (ii) to estimate the linguistic and genetic exchanges between this population and the other Indo-Iranian speaking populations. We chose to consider two scenarios either with or without genetic migration or linguistic borrowing, respectively (electronic supplementary material, figure  S3 ). Indeed, the TJY linguistic variety is a subset of the Yagnob language, known to derive from the other Indo-Iranian languages and to have recently started to resist linguistic changes [50] . In both scenarios, the ancestral Indo-Iranian and Turkic speaking populations (resp. varieties) split at time t 0 . At time t 1 , the ancestral TJY population (resp. variety) diverged from the IndoIranian lineage. Migration (resp. borrowing) was allowed between the TJY population (resp. variety) and the other Indo-Iranian speaking populations (resp. varieties) in scenario 2.
(v) Choice of scenarios and estimation of parameters For each triplet of populations and linguistic varieties, respectively, we conducted an ABC analysis to determine the best historical scenario using random forest algorithm (RF). We performed cross-validation analyses and estimated the posterior probabilities of each scenario using the functions abcrf and predict.abcrf of the package abcrf (see the electronic supplementary material). We then estimated the parameters of the selected scenarios with a neural network algorithm (NN) using the function abc of the package abc (see the electronic supplementary material).
Results (a) Central-Asian linguistic and genetic structures
As shown in previous studies [39] , the Indo-Iranian speaking populations had higher genetic differentiation levels than the Turkic speaking populations. Indeed, 47 pairwise F ST values out of 55 were significantly different from zero for the 10 IndoIranian speaking populations, while it was the case for only 14 pairwise F ST out of 45 for the nine Turkic speaking populations.
The neighbour-joining tree analyses based either on genetic or linguistic data showed a structure with two groups (figure 3), corresponding to the two main linguistic families. This result can also be visualized directly from the distance matrices (electronic supplementary material, figure S4 ), as well as the genetic neighbour-joining tree computed using the pairwise (dm) 2 matrices (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ). Note that the bootstrap support for the genetic neighbour-joining trees is low, probably due to the limited information available from only 26 genetic makers and the overall low levels of genetic differentiation of Central-Asian populations. In this context, the UZA and TJY populations were outliers, a status confirmed by each PCA computed separately from linguistic and genetic data (electronic supplementary material, figure S9-S10). The Turkic linguistic variety UZA was found closer to other Turkic varieties than to Indo-Iranian varieties, but the UZA population was genetically closer to Indo-Iranian speaking populations than to other Turkic speaking populations. The TJY population seemed both linguistically and genetically distant from the other Indo-Iranian speaking populations according to the Manhattan distances and the pairwise F ST matrix, and even more distant from the Turkic speaking populations.
Given the highly variable geographical distances among populations in our sample set (figure 1), we performed a partial figure 4d) , where e.g.r L denotes the modal estimate of r L across the triplets supporting the winning scenario E (the same notation will be used for all parameters). It was difficult to compare the divergence times t 0 (ancient) and t 1 (recent) directly between linguistic and genetic processes, because the linguistic generation time was not necessarily on the same absolute timescale as the genetic generation time. Therefore, we compared the ratios t 1 /t 0 between the recent and the ancient split time. We found that the estimates of these two ratios differed by an order of magnitude between the linguistic and genetic histories, with a linguistict 1 =t 0 ¼ 0:038 (95% CI 0.002-0.08), and a genetiĉ t 1 =t 0 ¼ 0:30 (95% CI 0.04-0.95).
Finally, we estimated an effective population size of 82 173 (95% CI 13 608-98 179) for the UZA, and lower effective population sizes, respectively, for the Turkic and the Indo-Iranian speaking populations [N 0 ¼ 16 862 (95% CI 6399-87 812) andN 2 ¼ 28 382 (95% CI 8124-95 255)]. The increased estimated effective population size in the UZA population was likely due to the admixture process itself, which increased genetic diversity in this admixed population as compared to each source [51] . Since the two scenarios were equally supported for the linguistic case, we performed the parameter estimations in both cases. The estimated split time ratios of the TJY linguistic variety from the other Indo-Iranian linguistic varieties were similar between the two scenarios:t 1 =t 0 ¼ 0:12 (95% CI 0.02-0.30; electronic supplementary material, figure S14) for the isolation scenario 1, andt 1 =t 0 ¼ 0:15 (95% CI 0.002-0.97; electronic supplementary material, figure S15) for the non-isolation scenario 2. Under scenario 2, the estimated borrowing rate between the TJY linguistic variety and the Indo-Iranian linguistic varieties was quite low:d L ¼ 0:004 (95% CI 0.0009-0.019). This meant that each cognate was borrowed with a probability of 0.4% at each linguistic generation because the split t 1 , a low estimate because the prior was drawn in U[0-0.1].
The estimated ratio of split times based on the genetic data, assuming an isolation scenario, was much higher than for the linguistic data, witht 1 
Discussion
In this study, we built a new flexible simulator of cognate data under historical models encompassing divergences and multiple borrowings and admixture events between linguistic varieties. Using, in parallel, an existing population genetic data simulation program, we developed an ABC framework enabling inference of the most probable genetic and linguistic histories and estimated their underlying parameters, using both types of data sampled in the same populations. We used this new framework to reconstruct the evolutionary scenarios underlying linguistic and genetic diversities of a range of populations from Central Asia.
(a) Two different linguistic and genetic historical admixture for the Soj-Mahalla Uzbek-speakers
We tested five possible genetic and linguistic scenarios to investigate the relation between the UZA population and the other populations of the area, i.e. the Indo-Iranian speaking populations and the other Turkic speaking populations. The UZA population appeared to result from a similar general process of split and admixture for both genetic and linguistic data. Nevertheless, these processes differed in their chronology and in the intensity of the admixture process. The ratiot 1 =t 0 was indeed an order of magnitude higher for the genetic scenario than for the linguistic scenario. Assuming that the genetic and linguistic admixture events happened synchronously, the ancestral linguistic divergence happened long before the ancestral genetic divergence. Conversely, assuming that the ancestral genetic and linguistic divergences happened synchronously, the genetic admixture event was older than the linguistic admixture event.
Investigating historical records, some historians proposed a hypothesis consistent with our first assessment [52] : the recent Turkic speaking population invasions probably led to a linguistic shift [50] . This shift seems to have resulted from an admixture between the Indo-Iranian and Turkic vocabularies, strongly biased towards the latter, rather than a complete linguistic replacement as previously proposed [39] . Conversely, the estimated proportions of genes inherited from each group appeared to be similar. Previous studies indicate also a low rate of genetic replacement in Central Asia [53] , in agreement with a cultural diffusion through trading routes (e.g. the Silk Road) but without extensive genetic exchanges [38] . Our analysis thus represents a promising strategy for crossing independent lines of evidence (genetic, linguistic and historical records) to depict a clearer picture of the history of human populations. Furthermore, it allows formal testing of historical hypotheses based on current genetic and linguistic data, which is out of reach of most classical approaches.
(b) Stronger genetic than linguistic isolation in the Tajikistan Yagnob speakers
We found that the scenario of genetic divergence of the TJY population without subsequent gene flow from the other Indo-Iranian speaking populations was supported for the genetic data. Conversely for the linguistic data, we could not assess whether the linguistic divergence was followed by vocabulary borrowings or not, as both scenarios appeared as equally likely. If borrowings occurred, they would have nevertheless been very limited, as shown by the low estimated borrowing rate of 0.4%, and also consistent with our relative inability to distinguish both linguistic scenarios. Interestingly, we estimated, as above, at 1 =t 0 higher for the genetic scenario than for the linguistic scenario. If the genetic and linguistic divergences between the ancestral populations happened synchronously, then the linguistic divergence between the ancestors of the TJY and the other Indo-Iranian speaking populations occurred much more recently than the genetic divergence. Conversely, assuming the genetic and linguistic divergences between the TJY ancestral population and the ancestors of the other Indo-Iranian speaking populations happened synchronously, then the divergence between the ancestral populations would be more ancient linguistically than genetically.
Whichever scenario we considered, we showed limited linguistic exchanges and no genetic exchanges between the TJY population and the other Indo-Iranian speaking populations, which indicated that cultural exchanges were maintained without genetic exchanges, potentially through commercial relationships [54] . Cultural norms may limit genetic exchanges between populations without limiting cultural exchanges, as is frequently the case in Central Asia [55] . Indeed, ethnic constructs may produce endogamy rules, which limit the probability of inter-marriages between groups. Economic relationships, geographical proximity, and migration may favour cultural exchanges despite this genetic isolation.
(c) Conclusion and perspectives
In this study, we investigated the coevolution between genes and languages at a regional scale. Genetic and linguistic diversities result, respectively, from the demographic and cultural histories of the populations. Using separately one or the other type of data may implicitly assume that demographic and cultural histories are linked [30, 56] . We showed that these histories can differ substantially, consistently with other findings [15, 20, 57] . We did not assume a strict parallelism between genetic and linguistic evolutions. On the contrary, our approach allowed us to highlight discrepancies between genetic and linguistic inferences and to provide new insights in the history of the studied populations. Therefore, the new framework we propose might also be successfully used in future studies focusing on other populations and languages, where both kinds of genetic and linguistic data have been sampled.
As pointed out by Cavalli-Sforza et al. [58] , the parallelism between genetic and linguistic evolutions should be weaker at a local scale than at a more global, worldwide, scale. This is likely due to an intrinsic difference between genes and languages: the former can only be transmitted vertically while the latter can be transmitted vertically, horizontally and obliquely [17] . Nevertheless, strong links between genetic and linguistic histories may also be observed at a local scale in some cases [59] , whereas strong discrepancies may be observed at a larger scale [15, 57] . Thus, congruence or not between linguistic and genetic evolutions should be studied case by case, as the very histories of the populations under study may differ.
Several extensions will be possible for our model. We assumed here a neutral linguistic evolution, where each word evolved independently with its own mutation rate, and where no burst of innovation occurred. Relaxing these assumptions could improve our knowledge of language evolution. It may also allow us to perform better inferences of parameters such as borrowing rates or divergence times among linguistic varieties. Moreover, we assumed a model of linguistic evolution with discrete generations. The linguistic generation time is not easily defined; we showed that, as intuitively expected, it is not strictly equivalent to demographic generation times. Finally, a linguistic sampling at the individual scale could make it possible to build and study a much wider range of models of evolutions, and would also allow the comparison of genetic and linguistic data at the individual level, which cannot be achieved when considering population language varieties. This type of model should allow us to better understand linguistic and genetic evolutions, and the potential links between them.
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